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ABSTRACT 
In a previous paper we considered the MSbius transformations that are J-equiv- 
alent to contractions. These maps carry the unit disk A- into itself. We stated that 
maps in this class decrease the pseudochordal distance. The proof given there is 
incomplete. We give here a detailed proof for the class of the generalized contractions, 
and we give an example of a map of A- into itself that is not a generalized 
contraction. 
We use the notation and definitions of [2]. In particular (P3 P4) ~ A-  
whenever P4P4* - P3P~ > O, and (P3 P4) ~ J -  whenever P4P4 * - P3P~ = I. 
Recall that: 
(1) M is a contraction if it is represented by a diagonal matrix M = 
diag(m 1 . . . . .  man ) such that 0 < m~ <~ m i, and one may assume that m i ~< 1 ~< 
m i for all 1 ~<i~< n and n < j ~< 2n. We set K =d iag(m 1.. . . .  mn), and we 
set L = diag(m,+ t . . . . .  rag.n). 
(2) N x is J-equivalent o N a ff there exist J-unitary matrices H i  and H a 
such that N 2 = H1NaH a. 
A contraction has (0 I )  and ( I  0) as fixed points. These points are 
inverses of each other. 
We define the map T to be a generalized contraction if T maps the 
unit disk A -  into A - ,  and if there exists a pair of points (Pt Pa) ~ A+ and 
(/3 P4) ~ A-  that are inverses of each other, such that (P1 P2)T and 
(P3 P4) T are inverses of each other. 
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One easily verifies that T is a generalized contraction if and only if 
(1/ 
where P and Q are J-unitary matrices, and R is a M6bius map that carries the 
unit disk A- into itself. 
Recall that J-unitary matrices map the unit disk onto itself isometrically 
(cf. [1, Proposition 4.9]). 
LV.MMA 1. T is a generalized contraction i f  and only i f  T is J-equivalent 
to a contraction. 
Proof. Since the J-unitary matrices form a group, it follows by (1) that 
F rQ -1 = R. Matrices of the form of R are J-unitary whenever R t and Ra are 
unitary matrices. It follows by [1, Lemma 2.1] that by applying suitable 
unitary matrices of the form of R, we may assume that T is J-equivalent o 
M = diag(m t.. . . .  ma,), where mi are real positive numbers and M maps A- 
into A-.  It is necessary that M is a contraction: Consider for any p, q, 
1 ~< p, q ~< n, the matrix Epq with (Epq)/k = ~pj~qk for all j, k, 1 ~< j, k ~< n. 
The point (/~Enq I + r Enp ), for real #, v, is in J -  whenever (1 + r) 2 - #z = 1. 
The point (#Enq I + rEpn)M is in A- whenever (1 + r)2rn~+ n -/~Zm2q > 0. It 
follows that m n +p >/mq for all p, q, 1 ~< p, q ~< n, thus proving that M is a 
contraction. 
Conversely, if M is a contraction, then it carries A- into A-:  (p I )  is in 
A- if and only if Ilell < 1. For (e  I )M we have (PK L)= L(L - IpK  I), 
hence []L-XPKI] <~ Ilell < 1. 
If T is J-equivalent o M, g rQ -1= M, then T = p-1MQ, whence T 
maps A- into A-.  Furthermore, F r  = MQ, and the rows of P(Q) represent 
points that are inverses of each other. The images under T of the rows of P 
are the rows of Q. This completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Since the pseudochordal distance between the points P = (P3 P4) and 
Q=(Q3 (94) is ~ = q,(P,Q), where q~ = p/(1 + p2)1/~, p = IIPxQ3* - P2Q~II 
[1, p. 296], it suffices to study 
IIP~Q~ ' - P2Q~ II- (2) 
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For P = (/'3 /4) ~ J - ,  we have PM = (P3K PAL). Let H(A) = H(A 1 A2) 
= A2A ~ - A1A T for A = (A 1 Ag.). Then H(P) = I, and H(PM) = PaLgP4 * - 
PaKgP~. Let u ~ C ,  be such that uu* = 1, and set v = uP 3, w = uP 4. Then 
ww* - vv* = u( PaPa* - P3P~ )u* = 1. Let v' = vK and w'  = wL; then v' v'* 
<~ vv*, w'  w'* >1 ww*. Since uH(PM)u* = w'w'*  - v'v'* >t uu*, then H(PM) 
>~I. For some unitary matrix V2, V2H(PM)Vg*=diag(~ ~ . . . . .  XZn) , h i 
real, Xi >~ 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  n. For D z = diag(X ~- 1 . . . . .  X n 1), (p3, e4') = 
DgVg(P3K PaL) ~ J - .  Let P be as in (1), a J-unitary matrix; then we easily 
verify, as in the above case, that (el Pz) ~ J+, i.e. P1P{"-  P2P~' = I and 
P1K-2P~ ' -PgL -2P~ >1 I. Therefore a unitary matrix V 1 exists such that 
V1H(P1K- I  P2L-1)V1 * equals diag(/~ . . . . .  /~2) where/~ are real and /L~ >~ 1 
for i = 1 . . . . .  n. We have (el' P2') = D1VI(Px K -1  P2 L- l)  E j+, where D 1 = 
diag(/t~ -1. . . . .  /~n~). AS P is a J-unitary matrix, the matrix P' is a J-unitary 
matrix. For (Q3 Qa) ~ J -  we have in a similar way that (Q~ Q~) = D4Va(Q3K 
Q4 L )  ~ J - ,  where D a = diag(vi -x .. . . .  u, -1) with v i real and vi >/1 for i = 
1 . . . . .  n. We can derive an expression for (Q~ Q~)~j+ so that Q is a 
J-unitary matrix. We are ready to state our main result: 
TrlF.OPa~M 1. A generalized contraction M decreases the non-Euclidean 
distance between points in the unit disk. 
Proof. With the above remarks and notation the inequality hb(PM, QM) 
~< ~k(P, Q), is a consequence of the following: 
[[ef P~* - Pz'P~* II = II DIV~( PxK-  ~KQ~ - P2 L -  1LQ~ )V4*Da* II 
IlDtl111941111exp3 * - ezp~ll <~ Ilexp~ ' - e2p*ll. 
This map decreases the pseudochordal, hence also the non-Euclidean, dis- 
tance between every pair of points in the unit disk. • 
EXAMPLE 1. A map T of the unit disk into itself need not be a 
generalized contraction. 
The map (P1 P2) T = (P1 P I+2Ps)  carries the unit disk into itself: For 
Ps = I and Ilell I < 1, we obtain II(el +21)-111 < 1, hence II(el +2I)-lP1)11 ~< 
Ilell I < 1. 
The map T is not a generalized contraction: If (P I )e  A - ,  that is 
Ilell < 1, then ( I  P*) e A + is its inverse [1, pp. 269, 285]. It follows that 
(P  I )T=(P  P+2I ) ,  and (I  P* )T=( I  I+2P*) .  For the map to be a 
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generalized contraction, there must be a P such that (P+2I ) - IP  = 
( I  +2P*)*  and IIPII < 1. One easily verifies that this is impossible. 
Observe that (P1 P~)T decreases distances in the unit disk, in case P1 and 
P2 are scalars (n = 1), as every map of the unit disk Izl < 1 into itself 
decreases the non-Euclidean distance. 
We conjecture that also in the higher dimensional case (n > 1), the 
non-Euclidean distances in the unit disk are decreased by all MSbius transfor- 
mations of the unit disk into itself and not only by the generalized contrac- 
tions here considered. 
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